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Procedure to modify FRS-C from 10 MHz TTL output to sine wave output. 

Erich Schlecht, N3ZTA 

Caveat: I did not actually follow this procedure. I doped it out from the manual, but in 

the end used an external board to keep one TTL output and add three sine outputs. The 

schematic for the external board is at the end of this document. It is not necessarily the 

best solution, but it fit in a small space. Use these instructions at your own risk! 

 

The modification is made to two boards inside the FRS-C unit, the Power Supply board, 

and the Oscillator board. The changes are summarized in Table 1. Values labeled NOM 

can be adjusted to meet level and distortion specs. 

 

Referring to the following layouts and photographs of the two boards, replace the TTL 

components with the Sine components. Annotated schematics are included also. 

 

Good luck! 

Table 1. Modification of FRS-C from TTL to sine   

       

 Power supply board     

Item # Component TTL version Sine version    

1 C9 .47 uF 6.8 nF NOM    

2 R16 100 ohm 910 ohm NOM    

3 R17 270 ohm 1 k NOM    

4 C8 shorted 47 pF NOM    

5 L1 open 6.8 uH    

6 A-B wire open shorted    

7 L2/R23 130 ohm 15 uH    

8 C16 shorted 0.1 uF    

9 R18 open 1 k    

10 C17 open 240 pF NOM between P1 center pin and pad E 

       

       

Oscillator Board      

1 R7 shorted 100 ohm    

2 L4 open 10 uH    

3 C17 open 100 pF NPO    
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Power Supply board layout. Components to be added are indicated in pink. 

C17 is added to the back of the board 
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Power Supply board photo (TTL version). Components to be changed (except C17) are 

shown with purple. 
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Power Supply schematic. Components to be changed are marked with 7, and the 

sequence number from Table 1 in pink. The components indicated are the sine version 

components. Broken lines are jumpers used in the TTL version that must be removed to 

add the sine components. 
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Oscillator board layout. Components to be added are in pink. 
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Oscillator board photo. Components to be added for sine version are indicated with 

purple outlines. 
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Schematic of Oscillator board. Components to add are indicated with purple. 
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Schematic of external converter board. (Sorry, no picture at this time). This was built 

dead-bug style. The 74HC04 provides some isolation, as well as drive for the driver amps 

for the sine wave outputs. The 7.5K resistors and pi LC circuits convert the signal from 

square to sine wave, and provide some impedance matching to the Mini-circuits MAR-8 

amplifiers.  

The 47 pF and 4.7 uH series circuits provide a little more harmonic suppression, as well 

as DC blocking. 

The 24V power comes from the same supply that drives for FRS-C, though it could be 

any voltage above about 18 V. The current drawn is about 120 mA, but not measured. 

 


